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If that knife cuts my breath again, I shall have to give up ____________.1.
(talk)

She was not rugged enough to risk ____________ where she was.2.
(remain)

When they arrived each anticipated ____________ his particular plane.3.
(seek)

But, first of all, would you mind ____________ me one thing.4. (tell)

I still had my evenings, and I kept on ____________.5. (study)

Persons unable to resist ____________ at the jokes will please step
outside.
6.

(weep)

To avoid ____________ on Tom, he put out his arms toward the walls.7.
(fall)

He enjoyed ____________ jokes and this one amused him.8. (play)

And many a weary day I spent ____________ for it!9. (hunt)

Slack water had come, and, as the ebb was commencing, there was need
for hurry if we cared to escape ____________ half a day for the next tide.
10.

(wait)

I never contemplated ____________ him to remain alive.11. (allow)

And they kept on ____________ in the house where everything is the
same as it always was.
12.

(live)

But he drew aside, and avoided ____________ any offence to so
formidable an acquaintance.
13.

(give)

It was now daylight, but a dense fog prevented ____________ more than
a few feet.
14.

(see)
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I enjoyed ____________ the stories, and much admired their quaint and
delicate charm.
15.

(read)

Mentioned ____________ home to Mr. B. from Boston.16. (write)

But it is Christmas day; I can't resist ____________ you boys something a
little extra.
17.

(give)

She avoided ____________ at him again for the knowledge that his face
betrayed the depth of his disappointment.
18.

(look)

There were other directions, but this was the principal, except to avoid
____________ cold.
19.

(take)

Meantime the stream of hours and days kept on ____________.20. (flow)
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